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Subsurface microscopy is often limited by poor image quality due to sample-induced aberrations. Adaptive optics
(AO) can counter such aberrations, though generally over limited fields of view. In most applications, AO is either
slow or requires a “guide star” in the sample to serve as a localized reference target. We describe a fast closed-loop
feedback implementation of AO that requires no guide stars, where the sample itself serves as the reference. Several
features of our implementation are new. First, it is based on a high-resolution, single-shot wavefront sensor that is
compatible with extended samples. Second, it is applied to widefield (i.e., nonscanning) microscopy in a conjugate
AO configuration that increases field of view. Third, it makes use of a fast algorithm to identify sample-induced
aberrations using illumination from an arbitrarily shaped source. We present the principle of our technique and
proof-of-concept experimental demonstrations. © 2015 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (110.1080) Active or adaptive optics; (100.5070) Phase retrieval; (110.0180) Microscopy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sample-induced aberrations generally lead to reduced image
quality in optical microscopy. A standard approach to counter
such aberrations is to use adaptive optics (AO), which was first
developed in astronomy [1] but is now gaining traction in micro-
scopy [2,3]. The basic idea of AO is to insert an active optical
correction element, typically a deformable mirror, in the optical
path of the microscope to compensate for the aberrations pro-
duced by a sample. The most common placement of this correc-
tion element, by far, is in a pupil plane of the microscope optics,
called pupil AO. However, as first recognized by the astronomy
community [4], a placement of the correction element in a plane
conjugate to a primary sample aberration plane can lead to a
significant field-of-view (FOV) advantage when these aberrations
are spatially varying. More recently, this advantage of conjugate
AO has been recognized by the microscopy community both in
simulation studies [5–7] and in experiment [8,9]. In this paper we
describe a novel implementation of conjugate AO, bearing in
mind that our results can be equally applied to pupil AO.

In practice, two strategies have been employed to determine
the actual wavefront to be applied to the correction element.
The first involves optimizing a particular metric of the image itself
[10–14]. For example, in a linear microscopy application (the
only application we consider here) a commonly used metric is
image contrast. Different wavefronts are applied to the correction
element, and image contrast is maximized by an iterative pro-
cedure based on trial and error. An advantage of image-based
AO is that it is simple to implement since it requires no additional

hardware beside the correction element itself. A disadvantage is
that the iteration procedure can be slow, making it difficult to
implement in real time. A more serious disadvantage comes from
difficulties in convergence. For example, there are many ways to
increase image contrast that do not improve image quality at all,
simply by manipulating light distributions. In practice, image-
based AO works well when optimizing the contrast of well-
defined isolated reference points (called “guide stars,” a term
borrowed from astronomy parlance [1]), but does not work well
when optimizing the contrast of a distributed object scene.

The second strategy to determine what wavefront to apply to
the correction element makes use of a wavefront sensor [15–19].
This has the advantage that it does away with the iterative
guesswork associated with image-based AO, readily enabling
real-time operation. But it has the disadvantage that it requires
additional hardware, namely, a sensor capable of directly measur-
ing optical wavefronts. The most commonly used sensor is the
Shack–Hartmann (SH) wavefront sensor [20], which has the benefit
of being achromatic, meaning it can be used with quasi-broadband
light (e.g., fluorescence). But a SH sensor exhibits both poor
spatial resolution and limited dynamic range. The latter con-
straint means it has poor tolerance to angular diversity and can
be operated only with quasi-collimated light. In general, this
too imposes the requirement of a well-defined guide star in
the sample.

In this work we demonstrate an implementation of widefield
microscopy with sensor-based AO that does not require the use of
guide stars. Wavefront sensing is performed using illumination
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provided directly by the object itself, over the entire FOV of the
wavefront correction. Since our implementation here involves
conjugate AO (as opposed to pupil AO), the correction FOV
is almost as large as the full FOV of our microscope. The develop-
ment of our technique addressed two key challenges. The first
challenge was the development of a wavefront sensor that
exhibits large dynamic range capable of operating with relatively
uncollimated light. For this we used a technique called partitioned
aperture wavefront (PAW) sensing, previously developed in our
laboratory for quantitative wavefront sensing both in transmission
[21] and reflection [22] geometries. A PAW sensor is just as
simple to operate as a SH sensor, and shares the same benefit
of being achromatic. But unlike SH, a PAW sensor actually
requires uncollimated light to function at all (see Section 5 for
a more detailed comparison). The second challenge was to modify
PAW sensing to enable it to work with an arbitrarily distributed
extended source, namely, the object itself. As we will see, this
required supplementing PAW sensing with additional informa-
tion provided by the science camera in our system (i.e., the
imaging camera focused on the object). In this regard, our tech-
nique is similar to strategies involving joint estimation of object
and aberrations [23–27], though it is faster and more direct.

The layout of our paper is as follows. We first present the
theoretical principles of our wavefront sensing strategy. This is
followed by a description of our experimental setup and experi-
mental results. As emphasized in the discussion, our results are
confined here to partially coherent trans-illumination imaging
with planar samples and aberrations. As such, they are intended
to lay preliminary groundwork for future applications involving
more general volumetric sample and aberrations.

2. WAVEFRONT SENSING WITH ARBITRARILY
DISTRIBUTED EXTENDED SOURCES

Wavefront sensing requires the quantitative imaging of both the
amplitude and phase of a wavefront. Since any standard camera
provides amplitude imaging, the difficulty in wavefront sensing
comes from phase imaging. Several techniques are available for
quantitative phase imaging [28], most of which are applicable
only to monochromatic light. In the case of nonmonochromatic
or quasi-broadband light (e.g., fluorescence), optical phase is not
well defined. Instead, what can be measured is changes in
optical phase relative to a self-reference provided, for example,
by spatial filtering [29,30] or shearing [31]. The latter technique,
in particular, provides access to the transverse gradient of the
wavefront phase. This same quantity can be accessed alternatively
by measuring local tilt angles of the optical flux density, which is
the strategy employed by SH sensors (and variations [32]), and
pyramidal wavefront sensors (e.g., [33]). We note that a PAW
sensor is essentially identical to a pyramidal wavefront sensor
except that it has the advantage of being achromatic, which is
important for high-resolution microscopy applications involving
quasi-broadband light. PAW sensing provides high spatial resolu-
tion (limited by camera pixels) and high tilt dynamic range
(limited by illumination NA). In addition, it is versatile (can be
implemented with any standard microscope), robust (no moving
parts), fast (single shot), light efficient (no requirement of
pinholes), noninterferometric (speckle-free), and polarization
independent.

To date, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of PAW
in cases where the illumination source, in addition to being

extended, was uniform (as established by Köhler illumination)
and symmetrically distributed about the optical axis. Our goal
here is different. We wish to use the object itself as the
illumination source for PAW sensing. This source is unknown
in advance and, in general, arbitrarily distributed.

The basic problem is depicted in Fig. 1. We consider the sim-
plified case where a 2D object is located at the focal plane of our
microscope, and a 2D phase screen is located at an out-of-focus
plane a distance z from the focal plane (extensions to more general
cases will be discussed later). The object is taken to be incoherent,
both spatially and temporally (e.g., a 2D distribution of fluores-
cent molecules). The phase screen is taken to be weakly scattering,
imparting only paraxial tilt angle changes to the wavefront. This
scenario has been investigated in detail, both theoretically and
experimentally [9]. Our goal here is to measure the aberrations
induced by the phase screen using only the illumination provided
by the object, whose intensity I0!ρ0" is arbitrarily distributed. To
this end, we insert a PAW sensor in our system (not shown) that is
focused onto the phase screen. The PAW sensor reveals both the
local intensity I!ρ" emerging from the phase screen, and the
average local tilt angle Θ!ρ" of the flux density F !ρ". This last
quantity is defined by [34]

F !ρ" #
Z

L!ρ; ŝ"ŝd2 ŝ; (1)

where L!ρ; ŝ" is the light radiance at plane z (or brightness or
specific intensity), and ŝ is a direction vector, considered here with
a net forward component, leading to Θ!ρ" # F !ρ"∕I!ρ".

As defined, Θ!ρ" # !0; 0" corresponds to a flux density at
plane z directed along the optical axis. In the absence of a phase
screen this occurs when I 0!ρ0" is perfectly uniformly distributed.
However, in general, I 0!ρ0" is not uniformly distributed and
hence Θ!ρ" is not equal to zero, even in the absence of the phase
screen. We thus have Θ!ρ" # Θz!ρ" $Θa!ρ", where Θz!ρ" is
the flux density direction in the absence of the phase screen
and Θa!ρ" is the change in flux density direction induced by
the phase screen. It is this change in flux density direction
Θa!ρ" that ultimately must be corrected by AO. But our
PAW sensor supplies a measurement only of Θ!ρ". Our problem
therefore reduces to how to extract Θa!ρ" from Θ!ρ", or, said
differently, how to first estimate Θz!ρ" (henceforth the subscript
z will denote parameters at plane z in the absence of the phase
screen).

To address this problem, we note that our PAW sensor is
not operating in isolation. Another sensor is at work, namely,
the science camera focused on the object itself. As a result, the

Fig. 1. Geometry of focal and aberration planes.
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intensity distribution I0!ρ0" at the focal plane is not completely
unknown since it can be estimated directly from the science
camera image. This image is only an estimate because of the
blurring due to the phase screen. Nevertheless, it can be exploited
to obtain an estimate of Θz!ρ". Our strategy to do this comes
from the convergence of two basic principles in optics. The first
principle is the well-known Van Cittert–Zernike (VCZ) theorem,
which in a small angle approximation states that [35]

Jz!ρc ; ρd " #
1

z2

Z
I 0!ρ0"ei

2π
λ̄z!ρc−ρ0"·ρd cos θ cos θ 0d2ρ0; (2)

where Jz!ρc ; ρd " is the mutual intensity at plane z, λ̄ is the average
light wavelength, and we have made use of the centered coordi-
nate system ρc # !ρ$ ρ 0"∕2 and ρd # !ρ − ρ 0". The tilt angles θ
and θ 0 are shown in Fig. 1. In our small angle approximation we
have cos θ cos θ 0 # 1∕!1$ jρc − ρ0j2∕z2 $ ρ2d∕4z2". We note
that the VCZ theorem is valid provided I 0!ρ0" is spatially
incoherent, which is assumed here.

The second principle we will make use of is the fundamental
link between coherence and radiometry provided by [34]

Jz!ρc ; ρd " #
Z

Lz!ρc ; ŝ"ei
2π
λ̄
ρd ·ŝd2 ŝ; (3)

which, from Eq. (1), leads directly to

∇ρd Jz!ρc ; ρd "jρd#0 # i
2π
λ̄
F z!ρc": (4)

(This same equation, obtained differently, can be found
in Ref. [26].)

We finally obtain the pair of equations

I z!ρc" #
1

z2

Z
I0!ρ0"χ

!
jρc − ρ0j

z

"
d2ρ0; (5)

Θz!ρc" #
1

z3I z!ρc"

Z
!ρc − ρ0"I0!ρ0"χ

!
jρc − ρ0j

z

"
d2ρ0; (6)

where χ!ψ" # 1∕!1$ ψ2" [Eq. (5) is obtained from Eq. (2)
by setting ρd to 0; Eq. (6) is obtained from Eqs. (4) and (2)].
These equations may be understood from a simple ray-optics
interpretation, where each point at the focal plane 0 indepen-
dently emits rays whose angular distributions, upon propagation
to the aberration plane z, become weighted by χ!ψ". We note
that these equations are simple convolutions, meaning they
can be computed numerically in an efficient manner. As an
aside, they can be shown also to satisfy the so-called transport
of intensity equation (TIE) [36], given by ∂z I z!ρc" #
−∇ρc · !I z!ρc"Θz!ρc"", in agreement with the generalization of
the TIE to partially coherent illumination [26,37,38].

Equations (5) and (6) are one of the main results of this paper.
They provide an estimate of the wavefront at plane z in the
absence of the phase screen, based only on a measurement of
the arbitrary object distribution I 0!ρ0" provided by the science
camera (and a knowledge of z ). With the additional measurement
of Θ!ρ" provided by our PAW sensor, we are now equipped to
estimate Θa!ρ" # Θ!ρ" −Θz!ρ", corresponding to the aberra-
tions introduced by the phase screen itself. Once estimated,
Θa!ρ" can be directly compensated by AO. In the case of
conjugate AO, this involves simply applying the opposite (or
phase-conjugate) aberrations to the correction element [9],
as we demonstrate experimentally below.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 2. Though our setup
is generalizable to fluorescence imaging, we consider here only
trans-illumination imaging for simplicity. A red LED (660 nm,
Thorlabs) followed by a condenser lens (Olympus) provide
Köhler trans-illumination, here partially coherent (more on this
later). Imaging to the science camera (Thorlabs DCC1545M
CMOS, pixel size 5.2 μm) is provided by three 4f relays in series,
where the imaging optical path is displayed in red. The total

Fig. 2. Experimental setup. A trans-illuminated sample followed by a phase screen is imaged onto a science camera (lenses f1–f5) with magnification
4.6× (imaging path in red; vertical dashed lines denote intermediate image planes). A DM is inserted into the optical path conjugate to the phase screen,
and imaged with a PAW sensor comprising a main lens (f6) and quatrefoil lens f7 (inset) in a 3f configuration (wavefront sensing path in green). A PAW
field stop prevents overlap of the four oblique-detection images projected onto the PAW camera. The DM and PAW sensor are mounted on a translatable
stage enabling adjustable conjugation. Lens focal lengths: f 1 # 50 mm, f 2 # 100 mm, f 3 # 100 mm, f 4 # 300 mm, f 5 # 250 mm, f 6 # 200 mm,
and f 7 # 250 mm.
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imaging magnification is 4.6×, with NA 0.46 defined by the pupil
of the 20× objective (Olympus UMPlanFL).

To introduce aberrations in the imaging path, we inserted a
phase screen a distance of z ≈ 500 μm from the focal plane.
This phase screen consisted of a photoresist film on a microscope
coverslip patterned into a 2D sinusoidal array of peak-to-valley
height 3.5 μm, and period 300 μm, as verified independently
by a white-light interferometer (Zygo NT6000). As shown below,
these aberrations were sufficient to significantly degrade the
imaging quality of our microscope.

To compensate for these aberrations, we use the strategy of
conjugate AO. A deformable mirror (DM; Boston Micromachines
Corp. MultiDM, 140 actuators in a square 12 × 12 array without
the corner actuators, 400 μm actuator pitch) is inserted in a plane
conjugate to the phase screen, tilted off-axis somewhat to enable a
separation of the reflected light. The operation of our conjugate
AO setup is similar to that described in Ref. [9] except that
instead of using iterative image-based AO to determine the wave-
front correction (along with the requirement this imposed of
guide stars in the sample), here we use sensor-based AO to directly
measure the wavefront correction (no guide stars required).

The wavefront sensor in our case is a PAW sensor comprised
of a main lens and a quatrefoil lens that projects four oblique-
detection images I1…4 onto the PAW camera (Photonfocus
MV1-D2080-160-CL, pixel size 8 μm). These four images are
registered in a sample-free manner using the sharp edges provided
by a PAW field stop (see Refs. [21,22] for details). The optical
path for the wavefront sensing is displayed in green (Fig. 2).
The PAW sensor here measures the wavefront at the DM plane,
which, in turn, is conjugate to the phase screen plane. It thus
senses the composite aberrations due to the phase screen and
DM combined, as characterized by the local tilt angles Θ!ρ"x;y #
−ψ c!I1 % I 2 − I 3 & I 4"∕ΣI i, where ψ c corresponds to the soft
cutoff in the angular range of illumination angles as defined
by χ!ψ" in Eqs. (5) and (6) (see Section 5). Ideally, the aberrations
induced by the phase screen and DM should cancel one another,
and nonaberrrated imaging at the science camera should be
restored, which is the goal of conjugate AO. When this happens,
the residual aberrations measured by the PAW sensor should be
those characterized by the wavefront tilts Θz!ρ" alone.

In practice, the actual approach to this ideal is performed by
closed-loop feedback. The PAW sensor provides a measure of the
tilt anglesΘ!ρ" # Θz!ρ" $Θa!ρ", whereΘa!ρ" arises here from
the composite phase-screen/DM aberrations. An estimate of
Θz!ρ" is obtained from Eqs. (5) and (6), based on the image
of I 0!ρ0" provided by the science camera. This image is initially
blurred because of the presence of the phase screen, and thus the
estimate of Θz!ρ" cannot be expected to be accurate on the first
try. Nevertheless, by subtracting Θz!ρ" from Θ!ρ", we obtain
an initial measure of Θa!ρ", which is then driven toward zero
by DM control (see below). The procedure is repeated in a
closed-loop manner, where the estimate of Θz!ρ" becomes
successively improved upon each iteration as the science camera
image becomes progressively deblurred. As we show below, loop
convergence occurs rapidly after only a few iterations.

A remaining detail is the method we use for DM control.
This is a standard method generally used with SH wavefront
sensing, which requires a pre-calibration of the DM to characterize
the link between the control signals Vdm applied to the DM
actuators and the resultant tilt angle map Θpaw produced at

the PAW sensor [1]. This link is written asΘpaw # MVdm, where
Vdm is a vector of size equal to the number of DM actuators (here
140) and Θpaw is a vector of size equal to twice the number of
calculated pixels in the PAW wavefront reconstruction (twice
because of components in x and y). Once the calibration matrix
M has been established actuator by actuator (done prior to
imaging), AO can be performed. The actual control signals
applied to the DM during closed-loop feedback, intended to drive
Θa!ρ" toward zero, are given by V!n$1"

dm # V!n"
dm − gM$Θa, where

M$ is the pseudo-inverse of M, g is a feedback gain (of order
unity), and n is a feedback iteration number.

4. RESULTS

To begin, we used a 1951 USAF calibration target as a sample.
An aberrated image of this target is shown in Fig. 3(a). This
image was degraded by the phase screen, albeit unevenly.
For example, the smaller features of the target (zoomed inset)
are particularly degraded and largely indistinguishable. Of
note is the fact that the sample here is extended across the
entire imaging FOV. Moreover, it is nonsymmetric and
highly nonuniform, presenting large intensity swings spanning
close to the full dynamic range of the science camera. Despite
these extended, large, nonuniform intensity swings, our sensor-
based method of conjugate AO was able to substantively improve
imaging quality using the illumination from the sample
alone, without any additional requirement of localized guide
stars, etc. The improvement was attained rapidly, in only a
few feedback iterations.

Also evident is one of the key advantages of conjugate AO
over standard (pupil) AO, namely that the correction FOV is
large, here spanning almost the entire surface area of the DM
projected onto the sample (discounting the peripheral actuators,
the active surface area is 10 × 10 actuators, corresponding to
540 μm × 540 μm at the sample).

Fig. 3. Aberrated images of a 1951 USAF target sample (a) without
and (b) with AO correction; (c) and (d) corresponding highlighted
zooms.
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As a second demonstration, we used a Verhoeff ’s stained mammal
elastic cartilage as a sample (Carolina Biological Supply Co.).
Again, sensor-based conjugate AO was able to improve image
quality, almost to the level of a reference image acquired in
the absence of the phase screen and with the DM replaced by
a flat mirror (though some errors occur near the DM periphery,
see Fig. 4). Also shown is the final wavefront correction pattern
applied to the DM. As expected, this has converged to roughly the
negative of the 2D sinusoidal array wavefront aberrations
presented by the phase screen.

For the final demonstration, we imaged another region of the
elastic cartilage sample, without [Fig. 5(a)] and with [Fig. 5(b)]
sensor-based conjugate AO correction. Once again, image
quality is improved. A metric that can be used to characterize
image improvement is the normalized rms error, defined byffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

h!I ao − I o"2i
p

∕hI oi, where the brackets denote an average over
image pixels, and I ao and I o are, respectively, the image obtained
with AO correction and the reference image obtained in the
absence of aberrations (co-registered). A plot of this rms error
is shown as a function of feedback iteration number for various
values of the feedback gain g (Fig. 6). When g is too small, the
convergence rate is modest; when g is too large, the system is
driven into oscillation. An optimal feedback gain that leads to
the fastest rate of stable convergence is found to be close to 1.
At this gain setting about four or five iterations suffice to achieve
near-maximal AO correction. In our case, the time required per
iteration was roughly 1 s, limited by the speed of our MATLAB
software (hardware limitations such as the 34 fps of our PAW
sensor camera and the 30 kHz update rate of our DM were
not a bottleneck). It should be noted that we made no special
efforts to optimize the speed of our software, which we expect
could be significantly increased by proper streamlining or
operation with a graphical processing unit (GPU).

Fig. 4. Images of mammal elastic cartilage with (a) no aberrations
(no phase screen, DM flat); (b) uncorrected (phase screen, DM flat);
and (c) corrected (phase screen, AO on). The optimized DM actuator
pattern is shown in panel (d). Note the apparent periodic structure
corresponding to the negative of the phase screen structure.

Fig. 5. Aberrated images of mammal elastic cartilage (a) without and
(b) with AO correction. See also Visualization 1 showing a video of (b) as
the sample and aberrations are sporadically translated.

Fig. 6. Convergence of AO correction as a function of feedback
iteration. Normalized rms image error is shown for different feedback
gains g .
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5. DISCUSSION

In summary, we have demonstrated the feasibility of sensor-based
AO in a widefield microscope configuration (as opposed to the
much more common scanning microscope configuration). Our
technique makes use of a partitioned-aperture wavefront sensor
that, with the help of the science camera, requires no guide
stars and uses the arbitrarily distributed sample itself as the illu-
mination source. We note that SH sensors have also been used
with extended sources using numerically intensive image cross-
correlation algorithms [39–41], but this requires high magnifica-
tion to compensate for the limited tilt dynamic range of SH
sensors, or large lenslets that compromise spatial resolution.
For these reasons, extended-source SH sensing has mostly been
limited to weakly extended solar imaging [1]. In contrast, partitioned-
aperture sensing requires only simple image arithmetic, provides
high spatial resolution (pixel limited), and can operate with much
more extended sources even at low magnifications, making it
more amenable to microscopy applications.

A key advantage of sensor-based over image-based AO is that
it provides a direct measure of wavefront rather than a measure
obtained through iterative trial and error, which, in the absence
of guide stars, often fails to converge correctly. Another key
advantage is that it has the potential to be much faster, by orders
of magnitude.

Despite these advantages, some words of caution are in order.
A first caution comes from limitations in the AO correction
element. To properly cancel wavefront distortions produced at
the aberration plane, the conjugate correction element must
provide commensurate spatial resolution and dynamic range.
Here our correction element was a DM of only modest resolution
(number of actuators) and dynamic range (stroke), meaning
our system was able to operate only with aberrations that were
relatively long range and weak. Though we designed our aberra-
tions photolithographically to be within the range of our DM
specifications, limitations in these specifications may still have
been responsible for residual errors, as manifested in Fig. 6.
(Another cause of residual errors might be the tilt angle of our
DM with respect to the aberration plane, undermining proper
conjugation.)

A second caution comes from a limitation of PAW sensing
itself. While PAW provides a significantly larger dynamic range
than SH wavefront sensing, its dynamic range still remains
bounded. Specifically, PAW operates under the condition that
the NA used to illuminate the wavefront plane of interest (here
the aberration plane) be smaller than the NA used to detect this
plane [21]. In cases of sample trans-illumination in which the
illumination NA can be readily controlled by an aperture stop,
this condition can be easily met. In these cases, the angular
distribution function χ!ψ" in Eqs. (5) and (6), which is applicable
to illumination derived from a spatially incoherent source a
distance z from the plane of interest, should be replaced by a
narrower distribution function applicable to a partially coherent
source. For example, in our demonstration experiments, our
detection NA was 0.46 and we adjusted our illumination NA
to be about 0.2. Such an adjustment of illumination NA would
be more difficult in the case of fluorescence imaging. In such a
case, the angular distribution of ψ at the aberration plane becomes
limited either by the range of jρc − ρ0j∕z, as determined by the
distribution and distance of the fluorescent sources, or by the
range of χ!ψ", which imparts a soft cutoff to ψ even in conditions

where jρc − ρ0j∕z is large. This cutoff occurs at an NA of about
0.7 (in air), meaning that the detection NA should be higher than
this value in the extreme case of very extended fluorescent sources
not far from the aberration plane. However, in the event that
such high detection NA is impractical, one must resort instead
to controlling the range of jρc − ρ0j∕z, for example, by limiting
the spatial extent of the fluorescent sources with a field stop in the
excitation optics.

A third caution comes from the assumptions made throughout
this work. Specifically, we considered only a very simplified
geometry where the sample and aberration planes are planar
and separated by a well-defined distance z. Such a geometry
may be encountered in practice, for example, when imaging a
fluorescent layer situated behind an aberrating interface (e.g.,
in light sheet microscopy, retinal imaging, etc.). In general, how-
ever, both the sample and aberrations may be axially distributed.
Our technique, therefore, should be generalized to accommodate
both out-of-focus sources and multiple aberration planes. For
example, it is not clear to what degree the FOV benefits of con-
jugate AO are preserved in the case of multiple aberration planes.
Certainly multiconjugate AO can help preserve these benefits,
as is well known from astronomical imaging [4]. Numerical
simulations [5,7] have also suggested that benefits subsist even
in the case of conjugate AO with a single correction element.
Such benefits, however, remain to be demonstrated experimen-
tally in microscopy applications with thick samples.

As such, the work presented in this paper should be considered as
preliminary only. Nevertheless, the field of AO applied to micro-
scopy is advancing rapidly. Given the potential benefits of widefield,
sensor-based conjugate AO, we hope the general strategy presented
here will constitute a step forward in this advance.
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